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A DOUBLE COMMUTANT THEOREM FOR

CONJUGATE SELFADJOINT OPERATORS

JAMES W. MOELLER

Abstract. Let A be a bounded linear transformation on the complex separable

Hilbert space H. If there is a conjugation Q on H such that A = QA*Q, we say

that A is conjugate selfadjoint. In this note we examine commutativity properties of

conjugate selfadjoint operators which possess cyclic vectors.

1. Preliminaries. Let 77 be a complex Hilbert space with a countably infinite

basis, and let (/ g) denote the inner product of two vectors in 77. By 77 © 77 we

mean the Hilbert space of vectors/ © g having inner product

(fl®gvf2®g2) = (Uf2) + (g»g2)-

A linear manifold is a subset which is closed under vector addition and under

multiplication by complex numbers. A subspace is a linear manifold which is closed

in the norm topology induced by the inner product. The smallest subspace

containing the set U T^oifn) ™m De denoted by V{/n}- I1 Fls a subset of Hilbert

space, clos F will denote the closure of F in the norm topology and F1" = {g|(g, f)

= 0, / G F}. Whenever A is a continuous linear transformation on 77, its graph

T(A) = {/ © Af\f G 77} is a subspace of 77 © 77. One can easily verify that

r(.4)x = {A*(-f) ©/|/ G 77},

where A * is the adjoint of A. The germinal idea of representing a linear transfor-

mation through its associated graph subspace originated in the work of J. von

Neumann [1].  Hereafter we  shall  refer  to a  continuous (or bounded) linear

transformation as an operator. If A and B are operators on 77, we define

(A © B)(f ®g) = Af@ Bg.

The set of all operators on 77 that commute with A is called the commutant of A.

This algebra will be denoted by {A}'. The double commutant of A, designated

{A)", is the algebra of all operators on 77 that commute with every member of

{A }'. It is self evident that {A }' is abelian if and only if {A}' = {A }".

A transformation Q on 77 is said to be a conjugation if Q2 = I and (Qf, Qg) =

(g,f) for every/and g in 77. Intuitively speaking, Q replaces each element of 77 by

its conjugate with respect to the "real" subspace consisting of all fixed points of Q

[3, p. 357]. If there is a conjugation Q such that A = QA *Q, we shall call A

conjugate selfadjoint. The well-known Hankel operators [4] belong to this class.
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2. Conjugate selfadjoint operators with abolían commutants. A vector/ in 77 is said

to be cyclic for A if \/{A"f} = 77. Our first result states that any conjugate

selfadjoint operator which has a cyclic vector must also have an abelian com-

mutant.

Theorem I. If A is a conjugate selfadjoint operator having a cyclic vector, then

{A)'={A}".

Proof. Let C be any operator in {A}', and let/be cyclic for A. If g = Cf, then

IXC) = V (A"f © A"g) because V'{A"f} = 77. Since A is conjugate selfadjoint,

this implies that T(C) = V (A J © QA*"Qg). But

(Akf © QA*kQg, A*JQg © QAJ(-f)) = (Akf, A*JQg) - (QA*kQg, QA^f)

= (Ak+Jf,Qg)-(AJ+kf,Qg)=0,

so

V{A*"Qg® QA"(-/)} cr(C)\

Therefore T(QCQ) c T(C*), and it follows that QCQ = C* because -/ is cyclic

for A. Now let D G {A }'. Since {^4}' is an algebra, DC G {A }' and we have

CD = Q(CD)*Q = (ÖZ>*ß)(öC*ß) = 7>C.

Thus {A}' = {yl}".

Corollary. 7/"/I is a« operator and A = -QA*Qfor some conjugation Q, then A2

has no cyclic vectors.

Proof. Suppose that B is a conjugate selfadjoint operator having a cyclic vector.

The arguments used in the previous proof imply that QC*Q = C whenever

C G {Tí}'. The desired result follows by taking B = A2.

3. An extension of the previous result. If A and B are operators on 77, and if there

is an operator J such that JA = BJ, then J is said to intertwine B and A. In the

remainder of this section we shall investigate the situation which occurs when there

is an intertwining operator between QA*Q and A. To do so, we again use graph

subspaces.

Following [2, p. 293], we define the strong graph limit of a sequence of operators

Fn to be the manifold

TJ7-J = {f®g\fn-f and F„(/„) ̂ g).

Lemma I. If A and B are operators on 77, then AB = BA if and only if

(A © A)T(B) c T(7i).

Proof. Obvious.

Lemma 2. If K is an operator on 77, and if Fn G {Tí}', then clos rjf,) is an

invariant subspace for K © K.

Proof. Since Fn G {K}', T(F„) is an invariant subspace for AT © Tí by virtue of

Lemma 1. If /„ ^/and Fn(fn) -» g, it follows that Kfn ̂  */and F„7i(/„) = KF„(fn)

-» 7<g. Hence (7v © K)(Tx(Fn)) c rM(F„), and the desired conclusion is obtained

by taking closures.
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Theorem 2. Let A be an operator on 77 which has a cyclic vector f. If there is an

injective opertor J whose range is dense in 77 satisfying the property that JA =

QA*QJ for some conjugation Q, then {A)' = {A}".

Proof. Let B and C denote operators in {A}'. Since JA = QA*QJ, it follows by

induction that Jp(A) = Qp(A)*QJ whenever p is a complex polynomial (see

properties of conjugations in [3]). But / is cyclic for A, so there is a sequence of

polynomials p„ such that pn(A)Akf-> CAkf for all k = 0, 1, . . . . Therefore

ABf® CAkf G TJj>¿A)) andp„(A)*A*kQJf^ QJAkCf Since

(f®pn(A)f,Pn(A)*(-g)®g) = 0

for all/and g independently of n, the subspace

V {QJAJCf © A*JQJ(-f)}
j = 0

is orthogonal to roo(/»„(^)). Consequently

V {A*JQJf ® A*Jcf) c r(c*).
7-0

But QJf is cyclic for A * because J is injective and has a dense range. Hence

T(C*) = V [A*"QJf ® A*"Cf)

owing to the continuity of C, and we conclude that clos Tœ(pn(A)) = T(C). Since

(B ® B)T(p„(A)) c T(p„(A)), it follows from Lemma 2 that (B © 7i)r(C) C T(C).

Thus {A}' = {A}" by Lemma 1.

Although selfadjoint linear transformations are well understood thanks to the

spectral theorem, very little appears to be known about conjugate selfadjoint

operators. It would be of interest to learn whether they have nontrivial invariant or

hyperinvariant subspaces.
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